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内容概要

　　The Structure of the English Sentence，Introduction，Morphemes， Roots，Affixes，Words，Word
classes，Word classes in relation to meaning，Word-formation，Phrases，The noun phrase，The verb phrase
andThe adjective phrase.
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章节摘录

　　I don't think you're honest yourself.Let's get rid of the garbage ourselves.The reason for interrupting the noun
phrase with postmodi- fication is twofold, on the one hand, we manage to achieve the sentence balance by moving
a weighty item to the final position —— end-weight~ on the other, we manage to achieve prominence for that
postponed item by moving it into the usual scope of focus —— end-focus.Although discontinuity mainly occurs
with the noun phrase which contains postmodification, there are a few minor types of discontinuity which are by
no means uncommon. One of them is closely related to extraposition and passive voice:He is believed to have
made up his mind to buy the house.The president is reported to have been missing for threedays.Another type of
discontinuity is found with comparative constructions:Joe spent far less time on the work than expected People in
small towns are more friendly to strangers than those in big cities And a third type often occurs with constructions
associated with the meaning of comparison, too, to, enough, to, so as to that and such as to that..She was too
shocked at the sight of murder to explain to thepoliceDo you think you have enough money in your pocket to
payfor your dinner ？
 　　⋯⋯
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